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STATEMENT ON MTA PROPOSAL
FOR LINE SEGMENT CLOSURES
(November 14, 2011)
The MTA proposal to close segments of subway lines for repairs would take tough
commutes and make them even tougher. Tens of thousands of riders would have to make
extra connections and take longer trips, often in the middle of the night. Physically
walking on city streets may be necessary to transfer to another line.
The MTA says the closing of segments in Manhattan's Central Business District would
save money, increase worker safety, efficiency, and productivity and would make repairs
easier and quicker. If the closures are restricted to the CBD, the MTA says riders will be
able to take adjacent lines.
Do the benefits out weigh the costs to riders here? The Straphangers Campaign urges the
MTA to proceed carefully and conduct full and credible multiple pilot projects.
A thorough pilot project would be conducted on several lines, not just one as now
planned for each type of closure. It would be transparent and include reviewers from
outside the agency. It would ask questions, such as:
-

What is the overall impact on riders, in terms of extra time, extra transfers, backriding and other inconveniences?
Is it really just ten to 15 minutes of additional travel time, as the MTA says?
Was ridership lost?
If the closure starts at 10 p.m. and ends at 5 a.m., will service be affected for a
longer period or not?
Are there fewer delays and disruptions as a result of the line segment closures?
Do transit officials in the subways system encounter confusion and frustration?
Do track workers and managers say there are improvements in safety, efficiency,
focus and productivity? What are the quantifiable gains?
Does the closure result in multiple transit departments to work in a closure area?
Does it result in shortening overall project durations?
Were savings as estimated achieved?
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